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Should MACO Create an Ocean Conservation Work Group?
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2009: MARCO’s Regional Priorities
1. Preparing for impacts of
climate change on ocean
2. Coordinating protection of
marine habitats
3. Supporting sustainable
development of offshore
renewable energy
4. Promoting improvements in
ocean water quality

2016: Mid-Atlantic Regional Planning
Body’s Ocean Action Plan (OAP)
Two Primary Goals:
1. “Promote ocean ecosystem
health, functionality, and integrity
through conservation, protection,
enhancement and restoration.”
2. “Plan and provide for existing and
emerging ocean uses in a
sustainable manner that
minimizes conflict, improves
effectiveness and regulatory
predictability and supports
economic growth.”

Goal 1 Healthy Ocean
Ecosystem: 6 Actions

1.

Identify & assess Ecologically Rich
Areas (ERAs): stalled

2.

Map shifts in species due to climate
change: underway

3.

Develop a Mid-A ocean acidification
monitoring network: underway –via
MACAN

4.

Develop a regionally appropriate
marine debris strategy: completed
via Marine Debris Work Group

5.

Develop and publish indicators of
ocean health: stalled

6.

Incorporate traditional knowledge of
ocean health in ocean planning:
underway?

Steps for Action #1:
Identifying & Assessing Ecologically Rich Areas
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Define components of ecologically rich areas (e.g. high
productivity, biodiversity, abundance, vulnerability,
rarity) Areas may also be fixed, clustered, ephemeral or
dynamic/ambulatory
Define specific thresholds for meeting the components
Map all ERAs and create fact sheets
Identify criteria for choosing and choose a pilot area on
which to begin an assessment
Assess pilot area for health trends, overlay human uses
and identify relevant regulatory agencies and current
management practices
Publish an assessment report
Evaluate the process, adjust as needed
Proceed with assessment of next area.

Note: all steps were to be taken with transparency and involvement
of stakeholders and data continually updated. See Appendix 4
of the Plan for a draft framework for identifying ERA’s

OAP Additional Actions
1.

Identify and prioritize applied
science and research needs:
underway –via MARCO/NROC
“Regional Wildlife Science
Collaborative”

2.

Implement best practices to
enhance coordination and use
of portal data: underway via
Ocean Mapping & Data Team

3.

Evaluate management options
under the CZMA: stalled

4.

Develop an OAP performance
and monitoring evaluation
plan: stalled

2017: MACO Goals & Groups
Current MARCO & MACO
Work Groups:
• Ocean Mapping & Data
Team
• Marine Debris
• Mid-A Coastal Acidification
Network
• Non-consumptive
Recreation
• Offshore Wind Regional
Collaborative

Other Activities Since 2017
●Fish Species through
Time 1970’s – 2010’s
and Future Projections
●Marine Life Updates
● Regional Ocean
Science Alliance

Other Recent Activities

• TNC’s Wind Siting
Tool

• 30 x 30 Goal (conserve
• Regional Wildlife
30% of land and water by
Science Collaborative
2030)

Next Steps
Should MACO Form an Ocean Conservation Work Group?
• What outcomes would we want to see from a new ocean
conservation work group?
• What science-based products or tools could the group develop that
would support marine conservation for sustainable and healthy ocean
ecosystems?
• What would a successful work group collaboration look like? How
could we use an ocean conservation work group to strengthen
partnerships and connections?
• What could an ocean conservation work group do to advance our
conservation priorities with our partners?

